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1. INTRODUCTION
Numerical solution of eigenvalue problems constitutes a major research
area in numerical and functional analysis. One of the central questions in
this area of research can be stated as follows: Given a bounded operator T
Ž . Ž .and a perturbation E how are the spectra s T and s T q E related?
Unfortunately, a satisfactory answer to this apparently simple question can
be obtained only in some special situations. This is due to the lack of a
Ž .property called lower semicontinuity of the spectrum s T for a general
w xoperator T 15 . However, under appropriate assumptions on E, satisfac-
tory error bounds can be obtained for discrete spectra of T. In 1975,
w xOsborn 18 obtained several error estimates for the approximation of
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a compact operator in the general frame-
work of a complex Banach space. Subsequently, numerical solutions of
eigenvalue problems for compact as well as noncompact operators have
w xbeen studied extensively 6, 10, 11]13, 1, 8, 17, 16, 19 .
For a bounded linear operator T on a complex Banach space X, an
approximate solution of
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is obtained by solving an approximate problem
T f s l f , 0 / f g X .n n n n n
Various notions of convergence have been introduced for the approxima-
w xtion of eigenelements of T : Collectively compact convergence 4 , compact
Ž w x. w xconvergence see, for example, 10 , regular convergence 5 , stable and
w x w xstrongly stable convergence 10 , spectral convergence 2 , and also discrete
w xversions of some of these 19 , to name a few.
Let l be a nonzero isolated eigenvalue of T of algebraic multiplicity m.
Then under various notions of convergence stated above, T providesn
exactly m eigenvalues, counted according to their algebraic multiplicities,
Ãnear l. If l denotes the arithmetic mean of these eigenvalues thenn
Ã< < 5 5l y l s O T y T P ,Ž .Ž .n n
where P is the spectral projection associated with T and l. The estimate
stated above also holds good under a weaker hypothesis which has evolved
w x w x w xfrom 1 , 8 , and 17 . Precisely, these hypotheses are
Ž . Ž5 5.i T is a bounded sequence,n
Ž . 5Ž . 5 5Ž . 5ii T y T T “ 0 and T y T T “ 0 as n “ ‘.n n n
However, better estimates are available under norm convergence. In fact,
5 5 Ž w x w x.if T y T “ 0 as n “ ‘, then see, for example, 18 and 10n
1
UÃl s l q trace T y T P q O b b , 1Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n nm
5Ž . 5 U 5Ž U . 5where b [ T y T P and b [ T* y T P* . Similar estimates aren n n n
also available for individual eigenvalues. For sufficiently large n, neglect-
ing the second order term, we have
1
Ãl , l q trace T y T P .Ž .n nm
In other words,
Ã< < 5 5 5 5l y l Q P T y T PŽ .n n
5 5for sufficiently large n. Here P measures the sensitivity of the eigenvalue
l. This shows that individual eigenvalues strongly influence the accuracy of
the approximate spectra.
Ž .In this paper we obtain similar estimates as given in 1 under a mild
hypothesis on T . We also provide an alternative approach to spectraln
approximation of linear operators. Our approach exploits the fact that,
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although globally two operators may have entirely different spectral struc-
tures, a part of one operator may be similar to a part of the other
operator. Using this fact we present a framework for analysis and approxi-
mation of discrete spectra. We show that it is always possible to construct
operators T and T having the same local spectral structures as those ofn
the operators T and T , respectively, and that the operator T converges ton n
T in the norm even when T is not pointwise convergent to T. Thus, usingn
these new operators we easily obtain results which are available under
norm convergence. We obtain refined estimates of the form
1
2Ãl s l q trace T y T T S q O hŽ . Ž .n n n nm
5Ž . 5under a mild hypothesis on T , where h [ T y T T and S is an n n n
generalized inverse of T. It follows that, for sufficiently large n,
Ã< < 5 5l y l Q S h .n n
5 5Here S gives a measure of sensitivity of l. We also obtain error
estimates for individual eigenvalues, eigenvectors, and spectral subspaces.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Ž .Let X be a complex Banach space and let BL X be the Banach space
of all bounded linear operators on X along with the operator norm. We
denote by X* the adjoint space of X ; that is, X* is the Banach space of
² :conjugate linear functionals on X. Define , : X = X* “ C by
² :x , x* [ x* x , x g X , x* g X*.Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .For T g BL X , let s T , r T , and r T denote the spectrum, resolvent
Ž . Ž .set, and spectral radius of T , respectively. We denote by R T and N T
the range space and the null space of T , respectively. The adjoint of T will
Ž .  4be denoted by T*. For a subset L of s T _ 0 which is separated from
the rest of the spectrum of T and from 0 by a simple closed positively
Ž .oriented rectifiable curve G lying in r T , the spectral projection associ-
ated with T and L is defined by
1 y1P [ y T y z dz.Ž .H2p i G
Ž . Ž .Let s T denote the set of discrete spectral values of T ; that is, l g s Td d
Ž .if and only if l is an isolated point in s T and the associated spectral
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Ž .projection P has finite rank. In this paper we assume that s T / B. Forl d
nonzero subspaces Y and Z of X, let
5 5d Y , Z [ sup dist y , Z : y g Y , y s 1 . 4Ž . Ž .
ÃŽ .  Ž . Ž .4Then d Y, Z [ max d Y, Z , d Z, Y is known as the gap between Y
and Z.
Ž .Let T be a sequence in BL X . In the following theorem, whose proofn
w x w xcan be found, for example, in 18 and 10 , we collect some basic results
which will be used in the subsequent development.
w x Ž .THEOREM 2.1 18 . Let L ; s T be a group of nonzero eigen¤alues of Td
Ãof total algebraic multiplicity m. Let l denote their arithmetic mean. Suppose
5 5that T y T “ 0 as n “ ‘. Then there are exactly m eigen¤aluesn
l , . . . , l , counted according to their algebraic multiplicities, of T nearn, 1 n, m n
Ã 5Ž . 5L. Let l denote their arithmetic mean. Also, let b [ T y T andn n n < RŽP .
U 5Ž U . 5 Ž .b [ T* y T , where P resp., P* is the spectral projection associ-n n < RŽP*.
Ž . Ž  4.ated with T resp., T* and L resp., L [ l: l g L .
Ž .a Then for sufficiently large n, we ha¤e
1
UÃ Ãl s l q trace T y T P q O b b .Ž . Ž .n n n nm
Ž .b There is a constant C, independent of n, such that
Ã Ã< < 5 5 5 5l y l F C min T y T , T y T T . 4Ž . Ž .< Ž .R Pn n n n
Ž .  4c Suppose that L s l and l is the ascent of l. Then there is a
constant C, independent of n, such that
< < l 5 5 5 5l y l F C min T y T , T y T T 4Ž . Ž .< Ž .R Pn , j n n n
for j s 1, 2, . . . , m.
m <²Ž . U: < Ž .Let d [ Ý T y T f , f , where f , . . . , f is a basis of R Pn i, js1 n i j 1 m
and fU , . . . , fU is the adjoint basis. Then, for sufficiently large n, we ha¤e1 m
< < l U 4l y l F C d q b b , j s 1, 2, . . . , m ,n , j n n n
where C is a constant independent of n.
 4Let l g l , . . . , l such that l “ l as n “ ‘. For some positi¤en n, 1 n, m n
ŽŽ .k . 5 5integer k F l, suppose that w g N T y l and w s 1. Then for e¤eryn n n n
ŽŽ . j.integer j with k F j F l, there is a ¤ector u g N T y l such thatn
5 5 l 5 5 Ž jykq1.u y w F C T y T ,Ž . < Ž .R Pn n n
where C is a constant independent of n.
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5 5 U 5 U 5 5 5Note that b F T y T and b F T* y T s T y T . Therefore,n n n n n
for all large n, we have
1 2Ã Ã 5 5l s l q trace T y T P q O T y TŽ . Ž .n n nm
and
< < l 5 5 2l y l F C d q T y T , j s 1, 2, . . . , m. 4n , j n n
Next, we briefly describe a concept of equivalence and extension which
will allow us to compare spectra of different operators. Let X , Y , i s 1, 2,i i
be Banach spaces and let V ; C be an open set. Consider the operator
functions
S : V “ BL X , Y and S : V “ BL X , Y ,Ž . Ž .1 1 1 2 2 2
Ž . Ž .that is, for each z g V the operators S z : X “ Y and S z : X “ Y1 1 1 2 2 2
are bounded and linear.
DEFINITION 2.1. The operator functions S and S are called equi-1 2
Ž .valent on V if there exist operator functions E: V “ BL X , X and1 2
Ž . Ž .F: V “ BL Y , Y , which are analytic on V, such that S z s2 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .F z S z E z , z g V, and, in addition, E z and F z are invertible for2
each z g V.
Ž . Ž .As a shorthand, we write ``S z ; S z on V'' if S is equivalent to S1 2 1 2
on V.
DEFINITION 2.2. Let X and Y be Banach spaces and let V ; C be an
Ž .open set. Given an operator function S: V “ BL X, Y and a Banach
space Z the operator function
S 0
: V “ BL X [ Z, Y [ ZŽ .0 IZ
is called the Z-extension of S, where I denotes the identity operatorZ
on Z.
Ž .For notational simplicity, we denote the Z-extension of S by S w [ I ,Z
Ž .for w g V. For an operator function S: V “ BL X, Y , we define the
Ž .spectrum s S of S by
s S [ z g C: S z is not invertible in BL X , Y . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Suppose that S z ; S z on V or S z [ I ; S z [ I on V for1 2 1 Z 2 Z1 1
some Banach spaces Z and Z . Then it follows that1 2
s S l V s s S l V .Ž . Ž .1 2
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w xTHEOREM 2.2 14, p. 43 . Let X and X be Banach spaces and let1 2
Ž .T g BL X , i s 1, 2. Suppose that for some Banach spaces Z and Z thei i 1 2
extensions z y T [ I and z y T [ I are equi¤alent on some open set1 Z 2 Z1 2
V ; C.
Ž . Ž . Ž .a If V contains s T j s T then T and T are similar.1 2 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .b If L [ s T l V is a nonempty isolated part of s T then1 1
Ž .L ; s T and the restrictions T and T are similar, where P is2 1 < RŽP . 2 < RŽP . i1 2
the spectral projection associated with T and L, i s 1, 2.i
In view of the preceding theorem, we might say that the operators T1
Ž . Ž .and T are locally similar on the set L. It follows that R P and R P2 1 2
Ž .are isomorphic and the algebraic resp., ascent and geometric multiplicity
Žof l g L as an eigenvalue of T is the same as the algebraic resp., ascent1
.and geometric multiplicity of l as an eigenvalue of T .2
3. A FRAMEWORK FOR SPECTRAL APPROXIMATION
Ž . Ž .Let T g BL X and T be a sequence of bounded linear operatorsn
which approximates T in some sense. It is a well-known fact that the
Ž w x .multifunction see, for example, 7 for a definition of multifunction
Ž . Ž . w xT ‹ s T from BL X to C is always lower semidiscontinuous 15 .
Ž .However, the multifunction T ‹ s T is relatively well behaved in thed
Ž .sense that if 0 / l g s T and U is any neighborhood of l then under ad l
Ž .reasonably weaker hypothesis on T one can show that s T l U / Bn d n l
for all large n. This ensures that nonzero discrete spectra of T are
approximated by nonzero discrete spectra of T for large enough n.n
5 5 Ž .If T y T “ 0 as n “ ‘ then, writing T s T q T y T , we cann n n
think of T as a perturbation of T. Therefore, usual techniques ofn
perturbation theory can be used to obtain error estimates for the approxi-
mation of discrete spectra of T. In this section we develop a similar
analysis when T does not converge to T in the norm. Unless otherwisen
Ž .stated throughout this section we assume that the sequence T satisfiesn
the following hypotheses:
Ž . Ž .H1 r T y T “ 0 as n “ ‘;n
Ž . 5Ž . 5H2 T y T T “ 0 as n “ ‘.n n
Note that these hypotheses are weaker than various notions of conver-
gence stated earlier. We show that these hypotheses are sufficient for the
spectral approximation of T.
A brief outline of our approach is as follows. Suppose that L ;
Ž .  4 Ž .s T _ 0 is an isolated subset of s T . Then T admits a decompositiond
Ž1. Ž2. Ž Ž1.. Ž Ž2.. Ž .T s T [ T with s T s L and s T s s T _ L.
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Step I. We construct an operator T acting on an appropriate Banach
Ž .space X to be defined later with the following properties:
Ž . Ž . Ž .  4 Ž1.i s T s s T j 0 . Therefore T is decomposed as T s T [
Ž2. Ž Ž1.. Ž Ž2.. Ž .T with s T s L and s T s s T _ L.
Ž . Ž1. Ž1.ii The operators T and T are similar.
Step II. We construct another operator T on X with the followingn
properties:
Ž .i T converges to T in the norm as n “ ‘.n
Ž . Ž .ii There is a subset L ; s T which is isolated from the rest ofn d n
the spectrum of T .n
Ž1. Ž2. Ž Ž1.. Ž Ž2..Thus T is decomposed as T s T [ T with s T s L and s Tn n n n n n n
Ž .s s T _ L .n n
Ž .Step III. We show that L ; s T and is isolated from the rest of then d n
spectrum of T . Also, T admits a decomposition T s T Ž1. [ T Ž2. withn n n n n
Ž Ž1.. Ž Ž2.. Ž .s T s L and s T s s T _ L . Moreover, for all large n, then n n n n
operators T Ž1. and T Ž1. are similar.n n
Step IV. Finally, we show that for each l g L there is a l g L suchn n
that l “ l as n “ ‘.n
We work in the following setting. Let X [ X = X denote the set of all
w xt 5 5 w .column vectors x [ x , x with x , x in X. Define : X “ 0, ‘ by‘1 2 1 2
t5 5 5 5 5 5 w xx [ max x , x , x [ x , x g X. 4‘ 1 2 1 2
5 5Then X is a Banach space with respect to the norm . Let X* denote‘
w U U xt U Uthe set of all column vectors x* [ x , x with x , x in X*. We shall1 2 1 2
5 5 w .identify the adjoint space of X with X*. Next, define : X* “ 0, ‘ by1
tU U U U5 5 5 5 5 5 w xx* [ x q x , x* [ x , x g X*,1 1 2 1 2
² :and , : X = X* “ C by
² : ² U: ² U:x, x* [ x , x q x , x ,1 1 2 2
t tU Uw x w xx [ x , x gX, x* [ x , x g X*.1 2 1 2
<² : < 5 5 5 5Then it is clear that x, x* F x x* . We denote the operators on X by‘ 1
Ž .boldface uppercase Roman letters and the operator norm on BL X by
5 5. Let D [ T y T . Definen n
T yD TT 0 n nT [ and T [ ,nI 0 I 0
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Ž . 5 5where I denotes the identity operator on X. Then T, T g BL X , T Fn
 5 54 5 5  5 5 5 54 5 5 5 5max 1, T , T F max 1, T q D T and T y T s D T sn n n n n n
5Ž . 5T y T T “ 0 as n “ ‘. Note that T is just a perturbation of T ofn n n
5 5 Ž . Ž .  4 Ž .amount D T . It follows that s T s s T j 0 and if 0 g s T thenn n
the spectrum of T and T are the same.
Ž .  4 Ž .Let V [ r D _ 0 ; C. Since r D “ 0 as n “ ‘, it follows thatn n n
V ; V for n s 1, 2, . . . .n nq1
THEOREM 3.1. We ha¤e
Ž .  4i z y T [ I ; z y T on C _ 0 .
Ž .ii z y T [ I ; z y T on V for n s 1, 2, . . . .n n n
Ž .Proof. i For z g C, let
I z y T z IÃF z [ and E z [ .Ž . Ž .0 yI I 0
Then direct multiplication shows that
z 0 z y T 0ÃF z z y T E z s , z g C.Ž . Ž . Ž . 0 I 0 I
Taking
1
0 ÃF z [ F z ,Ž . Ž .z
0 I
the desired result follows.
ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .ii With F z and E z as above, we have
z z y T q D T 0Ž . n nÃF z z y T E z s , z g C.Ž . Ž . Ž .n 0 I
Now, using the identity
z z y T q D T s z y D z y T , z g C,Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n n
we have
z y D 0 z y T 0n nÃF z z y T E z s , z g C.Ž . Ž . Ž .n 0 I 0 I
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Therefore, the desired result follows by taking
y1z y D 0Ž .n ÃF z [ F z , z g V .Ž . Ž . n
0 I
THEOREM 3.2. Let t denote the set of all spectral ¤alues of T which are
isolated from 0. Then T and T are similar on t ; that is, T and T are< RŽP . < RŽP.
Ž . Žsimilar, where P resp., P is the spectral projection associated with T resp.,
. Ž . Ž .T and t . In particular, R P and R P are isomorphic.
Ž .Proof. Let G be a rectifiable simple closed curve in r T which isolates
t from 0. Then the desired result follows from Theorems 3.1 and 2.2.
Ž . Ž . Ž .  4 Ž .Note that if 0 f s T then s T s s T j 0 and t s s T . There-
fore, as far as nonzero spectral values are concerned, the operators T and
T have the same spectral structures.
Ä Ž .Let G be a rectifiable positively oriented closed curve in r T which
Ž .isolates t from the rest of s T and from 0. Define
y11 T y zŽ .
S [ y dz.H2p i zÄG
Then by the usual technique of contour integration it is easy to see that
w x16
PS s SP s S and TS s ST s P .
Ž .  4For z g r T _ 0 , we have
y1T y z 0Ž .
y1 y1T y z s .Ž . T y z yIŽ .
z z
Hence
1 y1P [ y T y z dzŽ .H2p i ÄG
1 y1y T y z dz 0Ž .H2p i ÄG P 0s s .y1 S 01 T y zŽ .
y dz 0H2p i zÄG
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Ž . Ž .It is easy to see that the map J: R P “ R P defined by
xJx [ , x g R P ,Ž .Sx
is linear, one-to-one and onto. Also
Tf s lf , l / 0, 0 / f g X ,
if and only if
TF s lF , l / 0, 0 / F g X,
w xtwhere F s f, frl .
Ž . Ž .Let s [ s T l V . Since r D “ 0 as n “ ‘, s / B for all largen n n n n
Ž .n. Obviously s T l V s s .n n n
Ž .THEOREM 3.3. If s is isolated from the rest of s T then T and T aren n n n
Ž .similar on s ; that is, s is an isolated part of s T and the restrictionsn n n
Ž .T and T are similar, where P resp., P is the spectral projectionn < RŽP . n < RŽP . n nn n
Ž . Ž .associated with T resp., T and s . In particular, R P is isomorphic ton n n n
Ž .R P .n
Ž .Proof. Let G be a rectifiable simple closed curve in r T whichn
isolates s from the rest of the spectrum of T and from 0. Then then n
desired result follows from Theorems 3.1 and 2.2.
ŽIt is easy to see that if l g s is an eigenvalue of T then f g N Tn n n n n
. w xt Ž .y l if and only if F [ f , f rl g N T y l . This defines ann n n n n n n
Ž . Ž .isomorphism from N T y l onto N T y l . Thus,n n n n
T f s l f , l g s , 0 / f g X ,n n n n n n n
if and only if
T F s l F , l g s , 0 / F g X,n n n n n n n
w xtwhere F s f , f rl .n n n n
Ž . Ž .It follows that s T l V s s T l V . In practice, T is often ad n n d n n n
Ž . Ž .  4 Ž .finite rank operator. Therefore, s T s s T _ 0 and s T is isolatedd n n d n
Ž . Ž Ž .  4.from 0. Thus, for all large n such that r D - dist 0, s T _ 0 , we haven n
Ž . Ž .  4s s s T and s T s s j 0 . Note that T , in general, is not a finiten d n n n n
rank operator. However, each l g s is an isolated eigenvalue of T ofn n n
finite algebraic multiplicity.
Ž .  4For the rest of the paper L will denote a nonempty subset of s T _ 0d
which is separated from the rest of the spectrum of T and from 0 by a
Ž .simple closed positively oriented rectifiable curve G lying in r T . Note
Ž . Ž . Ž .that G lies in r T and s T l Int G s s T l Int G s L. Letd d
1 1y1 y1P [ y T y z dz and P [ y T y z dz.Ž . Ž .H H2p i 2p iG G
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We assume that rank P [ m - ‘. Then L consists of m eigenvalues
l , . . . , l of T , counted according to their algebraic multiplicities. Let1 m
Ã Ž .l [ l q ??? ql rm denote their arithmetic mean. By Theorem 3.2,1 m
1 1Ãrank P s rank P s m and l s trace TP s trace TP .Ž . Ž .
m m
Ž . Ž .  4 Ž .THEOREM 3.4. a For each l g s T _ 0 there exists l g s Td n d n
such that l “ l as n “ ‘.n
Ž . Ž .b For all large n, G lies in r T . Thereforen
1 y1P [ y T y z dzŽ .Hn n2p i G
Ž .defines the spectral projection associated with T and L [ s T l Int G.n n n
For all large n, we ha¤e rank P s rank P.n
Ž . Ž . 5 5Proof. a Since l g s T and T y T “ 0 as n “ ‘, there existsd n
Ž . Ž . Ž .l g s T such that l “ l as n “ ‘. As s T l V s s T l V ,n d n n d n n d n n
Ž .for large enough n, we have l g s T .n d n
Ž . Ž . Ž .b For all large n, G lies in r T and s T l Int G / B. Choosen n
Ž . Ž . Ž .n so large that r D - dist 0, G . Then by Theorem 3.1, G lies in r Tn n
Ž . Ž .and s T l Int G s s T l Int G \ L . Letn n n
1 y1P [ y T y z dzŽ .Hn n2p i G
5 5denote the spectral projection associated with T and L . As P y P “ 0n n n
as n “ ‘, for all large n, rank P s rank P s rank P. Since, for all large n,n
T is similar to T on L by Theorem 3.3, we have rank P s rank P .n n n n n
Since rank P s rank P s m, for all large n, L consists of m eigenval-n n
ues l , . . . , l of T , counted according to their algebraic multiplici-n, 1 n, m n
Ã Ž .ties. Let l [ l q ??? ql rm denote their arithmetic mean. Then,n n, 1 n, m
for all large n, we have
1 1Ãl s trace T P s trace T P .Ž . Ž .n n n n nm m
Thus, as far as L and L are concerned we can replace T and T by Tn n
5 5 5 5and T , respectively. Since T y T s D T “ 0 as n “ ‘, we see thatn n n n
perturbation results that hold under norm convergence also hold good
Ž . Ž .under hypotheses H1 and H2 .
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Recall that
y11 T y zŽ .
S [ y dz ,H2p i zG
SP s PS s S and TS s ST s P.
5Ž . 5THEOREM 3.5. Let h [ T y T T .n n n
Ž .i For all large n, we ha¤e
1
2Ã Ãl s l q trace D T S q O h ,Ž . Ž .n n n nm
Ã Ã 2< < 5 5l y l F S h q O h .Ž .n n n
Ž .ii If L consists of a semisimple eigen¤alue l, then
1 D T Pn n 2Ãl s l q trace q O h ,Ž .n nž /m l
5 5P
2Ã< <l y l F h q O h .Ž .n n n< <l
Ž .  4iii Suppose that L s l and l is the ascent of l. Let f , . . . , f be a1 m
Ž . U Ubasis of R P and f , . . . , f be the adjoint basis. Let1 m
m
U² :g [ T y T T Sf , f .Ž .Ýn n n i j
i , js1
For all large n, we ha¤e
< < l 2l y l F C g q h , j s 1, 2, . . . , m , 4n , j n n
where C is a constant independent of n.
Ž . 5 5Proof. i Since T y T “ 0 as n “ ‘, by Theorem 2.1, we haven
1 2Ã Ã 5 5l s l q trace T y T P q O T y T .Ž . Ž .n n nm
5 5 wŽThe desired result follows from the fact that h s T y T and trace T yn n
. x wŽ . xT P s trace T y T T S .n n n
Ž .  4ii If L s l and l is a semisimple eigenvalue of T , then S s Prl.
Hence the result follows.
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Ž . w xt Ž .iii Recall that Jf [ f, Sf , f g R P , is an isomorphism from
Ž . Ž .R P onto R P . Let F [ Jf , i s 1, . . . , m. Then F , . . . , F is a basis ofi i 1 m
Ž . Ž . Ž .R P . It is easy to see that the map K : R P* “ R P* defined by
tw xKf* [ f*, 0 , f* g R P* ,Ž .
U U ² U:is an isomorphism. Let F [ Kf , j s 1, 2, . . . , m. Since F , F sj j i j
² U: U U Ž .f , f s d , it follows that F , . . . , F is the adjoint basis of R P . Asi j i j 1 m
m m
U UT y T F , F s T y T T Sf , f ,² : ² :Ž . Ž .Ý Ýn i j n n i j
i , js1 i , js1
the desired result follows from Theorem 2.1.
5 5Here the number S measures the sensitivity of the group of eigenval-
ues in L. Since TS s ST s P, we have
y1 1T 0Ž .< RŽP . 5 5S s and S G r S s .Ž .
< < 4inf l : l g L0 0
5 5This shows that S may be large if L is not well separated from 0.
Ž .COROLLARY 3.1. a For all large n, we ha¤e
Ã Ã< < 5 5 5 5l y l F C min T y T , T y T T , 4Ž . Ž .< Ž .R Pn n n n
where C is a constant independent of n.
Ž .  4b If L s l then, for all large n and all j s 1, 2, . . . , m, we ha¤e
< < l 5 5 5 5l y l F C min T y T , T y T T , 4Ž . Ž .< Ž .R Pn , j n n n
where C is a constant independent of n, and l is the ascent of l.
5Ž . 5 5Ž . 5 5Ž . 5Proof. Since T y T F C T y T and T y T T sn < RŽP. n < RŽP . n n
5Ž . 5T y T T the desired result follows from Theorem 2.1.n n
Next, we derive estimates for eigenvectors.
THEOREM 3.6. Let l g L and let f be an eigen¤ector of T corre-n n n n
5 5sponding to l . Assume that f s 1. Then, for all large n,n n
5 5 5 5f y Pf F C T y T T ,Ž .n n n n




f y Pf s P yP f sy Tyz TyT T yz f dzŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hn n n n n n n2p i G
1 fny1s y T y z T y T dzŽ . Ž .H n2p i l y zG n
1 fny1s y T y z T y T T dz.Ž . Ž .H n n2p i l l y zŽ .G n n
5 5 5Ž . 5This shows that f y Pf F C T y T T , for some constant C inde-n n n n
pendent of n.
In the next theorem we obtain error bounds for spectral subspaces.
Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.7. Assume that T satisfies hypotheses H1 and H2 , andn
Ž5 5.also assume that T is a bounded sequence. Then, for all large n,n
Ã 5 5d R P , R P F C T y T T ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n n n
where C is a constant independent of n.
5Ž .y1 5Proof. By Theorem 3.1, for all large n, max T y z F constant.z g G n
5Ž . 5 5Ž . 5 5Ž . 5It is easy to see that T y T P F C T y T T and P y P P Fn n 1 n n n n
5Ž . 5C T y T P for all large n, where C and C are constants. As2 n n 1 2
5 5 5 5d R P , R P F P y P P F C T y T TŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n n n n n
Ž Ž . Ž ..for some constant C, it follows that d R P , R P “ 0 as n “ ‘. Sincen
w xrank P s rank P, by a result of Kato 15 ,n
d R P , R PŽ . Ž .Ž .n
d R P , R P F F const = d R P , R P .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n n1 y d R P , R PŽ . Ž .Ž .n
ÃŽ Ž . Ž .. 5Ž . 5Thus d R P , R P F C T y T T , for some constant C independentn n n
of n.
 4Suppose that L s l and the ascent of l is l. Then it is not hard to
w xt ŽŽ . j.show that the map J: f ‹ f, Sf is an isomorphism from N T y l
ŽŽ . j. Ž w x.onto N T y l , for j s 1, 2, . . . see 3 .
 4THEOREM 3.8. Let l g l , . . . , l such that l “ l as n “ ‘.n n, 1 n, m n
Ž . 5w x5Suppose that w g N T y l and w , w rl s 1. Then, for e¤ery‘n n n n n n
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ŽŽ . j.integer j with 1 F j F l, there is a ¤ector u g N T y l such thatn
5 5 l 5 5 ju y w F C T y T ,Ž . < Ž .R Pn n n
where C is a constant independent of n.
w xt 5 5 Ž .Proof. Let W [ w , w rl . Then W s 1 and W g N T y l .‘n n n n n n n n
ŽŽ . j.Hence, by Theorem 2.1, there exists u g N T y l such that U [n n
ŽŽ . j. 5 5 l 5 5 l 5Ž . 54 jJu g N T y l and u y w F U y W F C T y T , for‘n n n n n n < RŽP .
j s 1, 2, . . . , l.
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